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I. Introduction
My time researching and writing on the Lotus Sutra has been an enjoyable experience,
granting me an extended opportunity to academically investigate one Buddhist sutra in a
meaningful and thorough manner. As I wrote my thesis, many of my peers asked why I
chose a Buddhist text to analyze, as it seemed so "unusual," or "weird" to them that I would
select a work so "obscure" and "unknown". After hearing these curious comments, I
explained several basic concepts of the Buddhist tradition to them, such as the word "sutta"
means scripture or that "Buddha Sak.yamuni" is the historical founder of Buddhism. Even
after discussing a few introductory topics many were unable to connect with my interest in
Buddhist texts and culture. I found their responses to be intriguing as I do not consider the
sutras "foreign" works, but texts which are central and influential to my personal experiences
and life story. As a Nichiren Shu Buddhist, I feel that the Lotus Sutrc1 is an integral part of my
life and is not distant or alien, but rather deeply comforting and familiar. Yet, through the
comments of my peers and my research, I observed that the Western examination of
Buddhist texts often approaches sutras from a radically uninformed perspective. Noting this
tension, my thesis changed from a simple reader-response writing to a larger exploration of
critical theory and textual framing regarding the treatment of Buddhist texts by Westerners.
I selected the Devadatta1 Chapter to analyze through an Eastern lens as it has been,
and still continues to be, a highly discussed text in the Mahayana Buddhist tradition.
Additionally, the Devadatta Chapter is representative of many concepts, doctrines and
philosophies fow1d in the East Asian Buddhist traditions. The chapter's innovative use of

1

Devadatta: (Li.t Gift of the Gods) He is the first cousin of the Buddha, and jealously competed with him
throughout his life. As a literary figure he symbolizes evil actions in the Buddhist tradition, and this chapter is
named after him with non-subde hint of irony. Compare to Ananda, anod1er cousin of d1e Buddha who
exemplifies piety, service and devotion to the Buddhist order and tradition.
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imagery, characters, and plot is reveals how Buddhism initiates, shapes, and develops its own
literary traditions. By using an Eastern lens to .read the Devadatta chapter, I hope to

highlight to Western readers that an Eastem reading of Buddhist sutras2 (and Westem texts
as well) opens up a new section of critical theory which can incorporate and converse with
multiply and diverse views. My thesis speaks to Westerners as it uses a mainstream academic
format to communicate its ideas and viewpoints. The Western structure is not problematic
to my points, however, as I believe it is possible and profitable for Eastern and Western
literary traditions to learn from and engage each other in an equal exchange.
In my thesis, I use the terms "Eastern" and "Western" to designate the cultural

viewpoints of the Lottts Sutrds readers. I acknowledge that the broad terms "Eastern" and
"Western" are problematic, and that there are numerous internal debates and contradictory
views held within each tenn. Additionally, I recognize that "Eastern" and "Western" can
reinforce older Western binaries and conceptions of the East as "Other." Although these
are valid points of contention, I consciou.Sly chose "Eastern" and ·western" to represent the
reader's conceptions as they relate to the Lotus Sutra, and the wider canon of Buddhist
literature. Throughout my thesis I call attention to the views Western readers may have of
the LotJJS S11ira according to their interpretative or critical lens. Typically, the Western reader
who seeks to challenge Eastern readings, texts, or paradigms as being atypical to, and outside

the nonnative structures of, the Western system. Th.rough engaging the Eastern lens in an
active reading of the Lotus Sutra, I offer the possibility for Westerners to interact with the
Buddhist canon in a way which does reference Western views or positions as normative. In
the lineage of the Lot11s S11tra tradition, I highlight the presence of a Chinese Buddhist
scholar, Scng-jui, as an example of Eastern critical theory. Seng-jui is but one example of the

2

"sutra" remains in lower case and in nonnal case throughout my thesis.
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plethora of religious and literary critics the East Asian tradition has produced as a result of
Buddhism's medieval transmission from India to China, Korea, and Japan.

An Eastern reading of the Ulfls Srllra is one which recognizes the historical and
cultural connections to Buddhism and its literary canon. Also, an Eastern reading integrates
an understanding of Buddhist doctrines and philosophies as an innate aspect of the LJtus
St~lrds

construction. This may include a religious or secular familiarity with the text, but one

which views the text as a nonnative work representative of Buddhist culture and doctrines.
The Eastern tradition in my reading is one that is not a mystical or ephemeral Other which
the West may rewrite at its own leisure, but is an active participant in shaping its own textual
heritage. The LJttts S11tra is widely circulated in the Buddhist cultures of East Asia and has
had major influence these countries socially, artistically, and historically. The LJtus Sutra,
however, does not exist outside the established Mahayana canon of religious literature, and I
have incorporated three other sutras to establish a stronger Eastern reading of my chosen
text.

In contrast to the "East," I frame the "West" as a cultural viewpoint unfamiliar with
Buddhist doctrines, texts, culture, and history. I define a "Western" reading as incorporating
doctrines, paradigms, and views common to the Western world, which includes wide ranging
historical and philosophical influences stemming from the Classical Platonic tradition,
Christianity, Descartian dualism, the Enlightenment, and developments in modem literary
theory. Additionally, these viewpoints are specifically Eurocentric in their outlook and
orientation. Westetn authots and critics have long attempted to position their experience as
normative or natural with regards to art, literature, and religion. For Western readers must
recognize their unconscious privileging of the Western Eurocentric position they employ
when approaching Eastern texts. An example of the problems implicit in such an attitude

3

can be found in Alan Cole's work, Text c1s Fc1ther: Patemal Sedu,·tions in Earfy Mah4Jdna Buddhist

IJ1erat11rt. Unlike the East, Cole argues that his work is unbound by cultural restraints which
would litnit his innovative reading of Buddhist literature.
As I began to research my thesis, I was surprised to find a dearth of scholarly work

studying Buddhist texts as literary works. Alan Cole's book was the only recent examination
of Mahayana texts utilizing Western critical theory. As I began to research his wo.rk,
however, it quickly became clear that Cole's work is a prime example of how Western
scholars appropriate Eastern texts for their own use. In his work, Cole examines several
important Mahayana sutras, including the, from the lens of Modem and Postmodem
Western literary criticism. In his introduction, Cole correcdy observes that reading Buddhist
sutras as literature is largely absent from the Western academy, noting that, "there is a stable
resistance to thinking about these texts as literat.y constructions" and he maintains, «that
reading these texts without considering how the plots work rather skews how we appreciate

their content and intent" (9). Cole's comments righdy highlight the need for the West to
engage the Buddhist tradition as a broader phenomenon than simply regarding it as an exotic
Eastern religion. Despite Cole's call for the West to better engage Buddhist texts as "literary
constructions," his own approach, however, reflects the still-lingering colonialism found in
some strains of Western literary theory. Cole's choice of theorists to incorporate into his

analysis of Mahayana sutras deeply .reflect his unconscious privileging of the West's views as
nonnative. The theorists he names including: "Mikhail Bakhtin, Roland Barthes, Wayne
Booth, Peter Brooks, Mary Douglas, Sigmund Freud, Jacques Lacan, and Slajov Zi.Zek" are
strongly Marxist and psychoanalytic in orientatiqn and bear no connection to the Eastern
tradition (Cole 8). Although Cole is free to read Buddhist suttas from such a mainstream
academic Western perspective, his interpretations are severely hampered by this privileging

4

of a Weste.tn paradigm. Cole's bias in support of the Weste.m tradition most clearly
nuu:Ufests when be only uses Western critical theorists to analyze and deconstruct the

Buddhist Suttas. Additionally, Cole actively relegates the Eastern textual tradition to a lower
position than his own, arguing that historical Buddhist scholars were or are incapable of
interpreting or analyzing their own texts.
Cole's overwhelmingly dismissive and trivializing treatment of the East's
interpretative and commentarial traditions is striking and alarming. Particularly insulting is
his treatment of the Buddhist comtnentarial tradition as being, "laudatory, submissive, and

adamant in avoiding ... issues of fabrication and reader seduction," and smacks of all too
familiar stereotypes and appellations used to describe Asian peoples (Cole 21). Cole

ultimately attempts to convince the reader that he posses a higher level of sophistication,
which is absent from Buddhist-Eastern authors and critics. Cole further slights the Buddhist
literary tradition by comparing it to a "standard weekend sports wrap-up offered on network
television," whereas he argues that his work is elevated and more like a, "critique of modem
football... akin to Pierre Bourdieu's essay "Sports and Social Class" (22) I For a critical
theorist to categorize another culture's literary tradition in such a crass and simplified
manner speaks dire-ctly to the problem with the West's assumption that its

the~retical

doctrines and frameworks are the penultimate levels of textual interpretation and criticism.
In Cole;s construction of his argument, he immediately positions himself as an active reader
and interpreter of Buddhist sutras, while representing the texts as being "submissive" and
passively read.
My thesis is not an argument against or a deconstruction of Cole's work, but rather
uses it as an impetus for the exploration of how a Western person can read Buddhist sutras
from an Eastem view in a manner which does not seek to dominate or appropriate them. I
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firmly believe that it is possible for cultures to understand one another in such a manner, but
it is not without difficulties. To argue that it is impossible, however, for a Westerner to
understand Eastern texts forces one to logically conclude that communication or congress at
any level between the East and West is impossible due to a stagnant perception of their
continual and irresolvable "separateness". As I argue from the Buddhist viewpoint
concerning texts, identities, and narratives, I hope to facilitate the acceptance and the
development of a mutual Eastern-Western Buddhist critical theory which incorporates
Buddhist and Western conceptions of literary criticism. I offer my thesis on the Lot11s Srttra
as an example of how the Eastern tradition is an active and powerful interpreter of its own
texts, and unlike the Westem Cole's assertion, it is not now, nor has it ever been, dependent
on the West's theories and authority to understand itself.

II. Context of the Devadatta Chapter in the Lotus Sutra
Before approaching the Devadatta Chapter as a separate section warranting critical
examination, a brief background of chapters 11 and 13 provides a helpful and efficacious
context. A dose reading of the construction of chapters 11, "The Appearance of a Jeweled
Stupa [Buddhist Reliquary Structure]," and 13, "Perseverance," highlights their narrative
.relationship and focus. In Chapter 11, the assembled audience in the Loftis Sr1tra is
introduced to the dimension-traveling and massively Jeweled Stupa; an immense reliquary
structure which appears before and floats above the assembly, suspended in mid-air. After
purifying the sahti [painful, suffering] world, Sakyamw:U3 then hails the arrival of the visiting

3 Sakyamuni: ("Sage of the Sakyas") The historical Buddha [Siddhartha Gautama], who lived in India in the
fifth century B.C.E. and whose life and teachings form the basis for Buddhism. (LSG 341)
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Buddha Prabhiitaratna, an ancient Buddha from another world, who has come to testify
and support the veracity of Sakyamuni's preaching. The assembled congregation is, of
course, awed by these events and vows to listen intently and uphold the teachings of the
Buddha. The presence of the Jeweled Stupa affects the remainder of the sutra, and it is a
critical point for the larger narrative focus and themes.
The last p01tion of Chapter 11 focuses on the Jeweled Stupa, and the first section of

Chapter 13 maintains the central nanative of the LJttu Stttra, utilizing call-and-tesponse
dialogue between the Buddha and the bodhisattvas. Throughout the main narrative the
bodhisattvas, who are beings of immense spiritual training and compassionate awareness,
symbolize various virtues as patience, compassion, or wisdom. Their presence often
indicates that the Buddha is approaching a profound point in his teachings, and this theme is
present in chapters 11 and 13. The reader encounters the Buddha's call verses to the
bodhisattvas at the end of chapter 11: '"'b.ose who can understand its meaning/After the
Buddha's Nirvana4 / Will become the Eyes of the World/ For devas [gods] and
humans./Those who teach it, even for a moment,/ In the fearful world/ Will be revered/

By all the devas and humans." (Lotus Sutta 186). The response is present at the opening of
Chapter 13, as several bodhisattvas declare to the Buddha their intentions to follow his
instructions: "0 Bhagauat [Blessed One] I We entreat you not to be concemed since, after the
Buddha's patinirvrina we will preserve, .recite, and teach this [LotuJj Sutra» (Lotus Sutra 195).
After the bequeathing of the text is settled with the bodhisattvas, the remainder of Chapter

13 consists of the Buddha prophesizing a future enlightenment for his students, in particular

4

Nirvana: Liberation from the cycle of birth and death, a state in which all passions are extinguished and the
highest wisdom (prf!jna) attained; bodbi, enlightenment. (LSG 340)
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his female followers, including his wife Y asodhara and his step-mother Mahaprajapati
Gautami.
The remainder of the Lottts S11tra continues with and develops the main narrative
found in the beginning of the text. The text facilitates communication through the call-andresponse method, focusing on the audience's desire to inherit and preserve the teachings of

Sikyatnuni Buddha Through reading Chapters 11 and 13 in a continual manner, the main
narrative is emphasized by preserving the dialogue between Buddha and his followers. The
Devadatta Chapter does not.include either points from Chapters 11 or 12; instead it presents
an independent narrative focused on different characters, locations, and plots than found in
the main body of the Lot11J" Srttra.

III. The Narrative Shift in the Devadatta Chapter
The Devadatta Chapter of the Lot11s S11traintroduces the reader and the text's
audience to two narratives, both of which differ in plot from the main story of the preceding
chapters. The intermission of these two stories switches the reader's attention to a new,
emerging narrative centering on the characters' activities, directing the focus away from the
Buddha's preaching. In addition to the change in the plot and method of delivery, new
characters are introduced or old ones remerge with altered identities. Among its most
noticeable shifts of focus, Chapter 12 does not include a reference to the Jeweled Stupa
found in Chapter 11. The absence of the celestial and cosmic themes repositions the readers'
focus to the Naga5 Princess and her physical, earthly abodes. Additionally, the reader also

5

Naga: lnclic mytlllc beings who are part hwnan and part serpent or dragon. They represent the underworld,
water, earth, and according to the Maltayana tradition preserved many teachings of the Buddha for future
generations.
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sets aside images from the central narrative and returns to characters dwelling on Mt. Sacred
Vultu.re,6 providing an opportunity to address perspectives and topics absent from earlier
chapters. These themes include the examination of central Buddhist doctrines through the
use of narrative performance~ using stories to emphasize complex arguments in place of
debate or instruction. While several chapters of the Lohts Sutra contain parables and
illustrative stories, Chapter 12 is the only section featuring narratives as the primary method
of communication. An effective approach to fully comprehending Chapter 12 is to locate its
position in relation to the larger narrative of the remaining chapters, and bring awareness to
the differences between the Eastern and Western readers' lens.
As stated before, Chapter 12 opens with a shift in narratives and themes from the
larger text of the Lot11s S11tra. Though a Western reader could frame these changes of plot
and themes in a negative frame, referring to it as a "break" or an "intet-ruption" for example,
it is possible not adopt a view which holds the text in fragmentation. A negative reading

views the shifts as an indication that the text is somehow deficient in structure or
composition, whereas a positive reading sees the shift as non-disruptive and integral to the
narrative. The uftts S11tra is a highly self-conscious text, open to playfulness of movements
in focus, narrative, and characters; these are all devices for engaging readers. The process of
the text's self awareness is explored in Chapter 12 to an impressive degree, as the characters
participate in scenarios which explore the "reality" of the Lotus S11tra as a disembodied or
nonphysical sutra, present throughout numerous epochs and localities. Framing the shift of
the Devadatta Chapter in the positive highlights how the sutra views itself as a text, and
illuminates important points of how the construction of Eastern texts resists a singular

6

A sacred mountain in Northern India where the Buddha taught many sutras; it is the earthly setting for the
Lotus Sutra.
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Westero framing. Approaching the utm S11tra from unconscious Platonic position, for
instance, is extremely problematic as the text does not conceive of itself as a manifestation of
a singular metaphysical idea; the Lltus S11tnis conception of its identity is not limited to a
single author, dimension or time period. Therefore, it is vital to see the text as distincdy
E:astem not only in its appearance, but in its underlying philosophical construction as well. A
close reading ofDevadatta's narratives is essential to comprehend one aspect of the
complexities inherent to the lAtHs S11trds textual breath. Like Indrds Net7, .reflections of the

l.JJhts S11trds main texts and themes are present within the Devadatta narratives and vice
vecsa and the two stories do not compete for space or dominance, but mutually refract
moments ofprqjiid, or liberative wisdom, between one another. By acknowledging the
Eastern viewpoint informing the composition the Devadatta chapter, Western readers
approaching this text begin to note the preconceptions they bring to the work were formerly
unacknowledged. By reading an Eastern text from an Eastern critical lens, the Western
reader is not appropriating the text, but acknowledging the distinct history and philosophy
which may have been before ignored.
For a Westerner reading Chapter 12, it is essential for them to note their reception to
the shift, as it is extremely important when examining the critical and cultural lens they
develop when interacting with the text. For a Western reader the presence of a seemingly
"disruptive" or "intrusive" chapter may appear jarring and problematic as the text does not
follow established conventions familiar to such readers. An Eastern reader, however, would
not find the change of narration to be disruptive; informing the Western reader that the

7

Ind.ra's Net: A simile used in l\.:[ahayana literature to represent emptiness and interconnectedness. In Indic
culture, Indra is the king of the Vedic gods and his net spans the universe. According to Buddhist literature at
each knot there is a multi-faceted jewel, and each jewcls teflect into each othet creating infinite matri."'{ of
dependent connections.
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Eastero interpretation has precedent within the text itself. For example, Sakyamnni declares
that those who hear, "the Devadatta chapter," will encounter a fortunate rebirth, and

establishes that seeing Chapter 12 as an independent text is not only acceptable, but
encouraged (Lotus Sutta 190). Additionally, Chapter 12 enters at a point of rising action in
the midst of some of the sutra's most evocative and profound imagery. Its presence is
intended to be eye-catching and surprising, and reading the divergence only in the negative
provides a limiting scope. At the center of such a lens is to acknowledge that conflicting
viewpoints held in a single text can be true even if contradictory.

The refusal to privilege one reading over another may be unusual or alarming to a
modem Western reader, but it is not difficult to read Chapter 12 as a highly multifaceted and
even paradoxical text in the midst of the main narrative of the Lot11s S11tra. These textual
tensions of the larger narrative's acknowledgement of Chapter 12 can be seen in several
ways, .including an examination of the Lot11s Sutrds reaction until the close of the text. For
instance, as the main narrative resumes in Chapter 13, the sutra continues to progress to its
finale and completely ignores any mention of the characters, teachings or of the events of
Chapter 12. To the Western reader the omission of any future recurrence is important, as
she or he may assume that if the teachings or lessons contained any profundity or validity
they would be reiterated, but this does not occur. The Western reader may assume that, like
a breaking wave, the energy of Chapter 12 is absorbed back into the larger narrative, possibly
as a way to dampen a more subversive or disruptive presence. If Chapter 12 does contain
subversive elements, the Western reader would argue that such textual tensions offer validity
to their reading of the shift in the Devadatta as a negative break. Yet, arguing that a singular
interpretation dominates over another is a thoroughly Western outlook and does not
acknowledge the Lot11s St1trds resistance to be read from the "normative" Western position.

11

To avoid appropriating the text due to a misunderstanding of Eastern conceptions,
philosophy, and history the utilization of the Eastern reading as an accepted and respected
position is crucial for cross-cultural conversation.
From an Eastern reading, it is possible to see that these it is completely appropriate
to read Chapter 12 as wholly authentic and even traditional by Buddhist standards, yet it can
be read conversely as a problematic, challenging text to the Buddhist tradition. Examples of
the traditional doctrines are present in the main narrative of the Lotrts S11tra, but not in the

literal manner for which the Western reader may be searching. The concepts and themes
which are espoused in the Devadatta Chapter do reoccur, but within different contexts,
characters, and doctrines. For example, there are elements of Chapter 12 found in Chapter
16 in which Sakyamuni reveals that he attained enlightenment in the distant past, and not in

his present lifetime. Like Chapter 12, Chapter 16 shows playfulness in addressing concepts
of time, authority, and history. Again another example of a common theme may be found in
Chapter 13, where the presence of the Buddha's female disciples as recipients of his
predictions for their future enlightenment recalls Maiijusrf's declaration of the Naga
Princess' awakening. Though the characters, narratives, and teachings may differ the
concepts and themes strongly binds them together though they may appear disparate. For an
Eastem reading, it is entirely apparent to see both readings a wholly valid and correct, even
though they may be contradictory. Again, an Eastern reading of the text resists the Western
predisposition to categorize the Eastern texts from a singular, correct reading. By presenting
the Devadatta Chapter from an Eastern position, a unique opportunity arises for the
Western reader unfamiliar with Buddhist culture and sutras. For Western readers and
scholars, it is no longer an option to position Western conceptions of the "text" onto the

8

Maiijusrl: The bodhisattva who represents great wisdom (LSG 340)
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Eastern canon once the construction of Buddhist texts are emphasized from a position
which respects their independence from the Western viewpoint. The Devadatta chapter
offers many complexities of the Eastern te.A't in a small amount of space, but the impact is
not lost; in fact its position in the utus Sutra reinforces its importance to the East Asian
tradition.
Indeed, it is vital that the Western reader acknowledge the presence of the Buddhist
canon and text as evolving independendy of the West's approved canon of literature.
Additionally, the canon has a history of analysis by many from the Eastern tradition, and
whose viewpoints on these texts can be helpful to modern readers. With the
acknowledgement to the Eastern canon's independence of scholarly and critical views,
Chapter 12 can be analyzed through an altogether different lens. TI1e Eastern reading
presented here includes two primary methods: first, establishing a critical theory of Buddhist
texts

according to the uttt.r Srttra tradition in East Asia, and second using critical theory

from the Buddhist tradition to analyze the text itself. In investigating the similarities and
differences between the two narratives in Chapter 12, drawing from Buddhist conceptions of
textual authenticity and criticism is needed to approach these texts without the assumption
that the Western viewpoint is nonnative.
For example, within the Buddhist canon it is common to see recurrent stories and
teachings speaking about various concepts, practices or doctrines. Due to the fact that the
Buddha's teachings were not committed to writing during his lifetime, the resulting sutras
have given rise to many conflicting (sometimes widely) teachings and viewpoints. Mter the
9

Buddha's passing, the earliest sutras to be written were the Agamas which contain the

9

Ag41ma suttas: (Origin Instructions) The Sanskrit name for the sutra canon comprising the earliest teachings
of the Buddha. They are different from the Mahayana sutras in composition, dteme, and tone, focusing more
on literal instructions for behavior and meditative practice.
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foundational theories and teadungs of the Buddhist canon. Kogen Mizuno notes in his
work. B11ddhist SHiras: Origin, Development, Transmission, that "The Mahayana10 sutras were
composed even later than the Aga.tna sutras . . . [and) did not begin to appear until so.tne five
centuries after the Buddha's death/' but, the lack of an authenticated canon caused debates
among medieval Chinese Buddhist scholars regarding the categorization of the sutras (122).
Resolving these issues of the sutras' history, transmission and authenticity proved to be an
important and daunting task. Fortunately, Chinese scholars conceived not only general
categorizations for the sutras, but also of methods for reading and interacting with them..

If the Western reader turns to the Eastern tradition for a critical lens, she or he will
discover that the place and analysis of the Buddhist canon has been long debated. Several
East Asian lineages inclduing T'ien T'ai1 \ T endai, and Nichiren12 have extensively analyzed
the Lot11s S11tra for hundreds of years, establishing it as the basis of their doctrines and rituals.
The origin of these lineages can be-found in the period of Buddhism's transmission to

China. Seng -jui (378-444) a Chinese Buddhist scholar and student ofKumarajiva 13 outlined
a method of textual analysis which focuses not on issues of historical and canonical
authority, but of personal development and realization (Mizuno 124). Despite the
10

Mahayana: f'Great Vehlcle"): A form ofBuddhism that developed in India aroWJd 100 B.C.E and whlch
exalts as jts religious idea the bodhisattva, great beings who aspire to enlightenment on behalf of all sentient
beings (LSG 339)
11

T'ien T'ai (School of the Heavenly Terrace) FoWld by the Chinese scholar Chlh'i in 6th century Chma. Chih'i
taught that the Lotus Sutra is the highest teaching of the Buddha and developed an extensive categorization of
the suttas and a complex meditation method based on thls doctrine. The Tendai school is a continuation of the
Tien T'ai lineage in Japan, but incorporates esoteric practices as welL
l2 Nichiren: (Sun Lotus) A school ofJapanese Mahayana Buddhism established in the 13th century. A former
Tendai monk, Nichiren advocated the LoiN! Sutra over all other mtras for humans living in the present era and
taught that by chanting the title of the Lotus Sutra, Namu Myoho Rel!ge Kyo, one would gain full enlightenment.

l3 Kumarajiva: A Buddhist scholar who translated the Lot11.r Sutra and other Mahayana texts from Sanskrit to
Chinese in the 5th century. His translations are considered to be definitive by many East Asian Buddhist
traditions.
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differences found between the early Agama sutras and the later Mahayana teachings, Seng-jui
argued that they can complement each other and harmonize within the mind of reader.
Seng-jui argued against taking a singular stance with all sutras due to their mutability,

maintaining that reading the Buddhist sutras is an immediate and personal experience of the
Buddha's enlightenment and teaching. Sen-jui maintained that creating a hard line between

early and later texts was mistaken as, "notions of superiority or inferiority depend on the
individual, that profundity or shallowness reflects a person's level of enlightenment, and that
a person can practice only to the limit of his capacity for understanding" (Mizuno 124). Senjui's characterization of textual critique as determined by the individual reader can provides
an established Eastern theory for approaching these texts, and allows for varying
interpretations that differ from the lens of Western culture and criticism.
The applicability of Seng-jui's critical views is not for all branches of education. His
recommendation does not apply to modem academic Western conventions of historical
research as they are concerned with different disciplines, but his viewpoint initiates
conversation for the exploration of Buddhists sutras utilizing an Eastern method of critical
theory. 1brough analyzing the LJtus Sttfra using Seng-jui's method, there emerges an
established Eastern paradigm to read an Eastern text stemming from the Lotus Sutrds own
lineage and cultural history. All too often the sutras have been solely read by Westerners
through the lens of the West, and though many schools of Western literary criticism offer
valid insight into the text from their own views, it must be asked why Eastern readings of
Eastern texts are not. more frequently engaged by Westerners exploring Buddhist literature.
Seng-jui is a Buddhist critic and scholar who offers a clear method, derived from the Eastern
perspective, of reading the sutras which may be adopted by Western scholars, not on the
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basis of appropriating the texts for themselves, but to better understand the sutra from the
Eastelll view.

In following Seng-Jui's method of utilizing the Eastern reading of Chapter 12's

narratives, characters, and events it is possible to clarify delicate points which have remained
murky or subtle to Western readers. Additionally, when interacting with the sutra it is helpful
to consider it not

as a text with a single author or even one with multiple editors, but as a

corporate text reflecting the emerging Mahayana's teachings and commentary on their own
tradition. In reading the Lohts S11tra as a corporate text it reveals that the Buddhist
community has always been in a state of flux and the spread of Buddhism can not be
attributed to a monolithic dogma or structure, but to a community responsive to change.
Reading the sutras with an informed Eastern view permits the Western reader to identify the
place of narrative and the characters to connect with the wider philosophies of the text's
authors. By critiquing the Lotus Srttra according to Seng-Jui's method of analysis, a rich and
nuanced perspective emerges for the Westerner teadet.

IV. Analysis of the Seeking King Narrative
In turning to Chapter 12 for an analysis, the reader is presented with two interrelated mini-stories. Initially these stories appear wholly unrelated; the characters, setting,
and even the main plots within them are different from one another. The first story details
the ancient setting of the one of the Buddha's former life as a "Seeking King" who is
diligently searching for the Mahayana teachings. After locating an appropriate teacher and
practicing all the needed rituals he achieves Buddhahood due to the kindness of his teacher
and the power of the Lotus S11tra. The twist of the first story is that the teacher of the
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Buddha is actually his evil cousin Devadatta, a figure who was believed by earlier Buddhist
tradition as being incapable of attaining enlightenment due to his hatred and violence
towards the Buddha.
As in the first story, the second has an important twist as well. In the second story,
Maiiju8rl, who has just arrived from the Naga palace, declares that he has found a worthy
student who has mastered the L.ottt.f S11tra. The student is revealed to be a young girl who is
the Naga Princess. After hearing the initial objections of several figures in the audience to
her awakened qualities, she transforms into a Buddha to demonstrate her power and
Buddhahood. As in other Buddhist narratives, the Naga Princess is perceived to have been
transformed into a male in order to complete her path to enlightenment. The twist, however,
comes not from her gender transformation but the subversive qualities of the audiences'
reaction. Though within Chapter 12 these two stories appear separate, it is possible to read
them as a single narrative reacting to more conservative Buddhist positions regarding
physical and spiritual purity and the effects of perseverance in religious practice.
In the first story of the Devadatta Chapter, Seeking King declares his willingness to
exert any effort and to rid himself of any comfort to effectively pursue the Dharma [the
teachings of the Buddha] of the L.ottt.r S11tra. He recalls the process of "giving" away all his
tnaterial possessions which included his, "head, eyes, marrow and brains, the flesh of [his]
body, hands and feet" (Lotus Sutra 187). While his statements are clearly hyperbole, they
speak to the traditional Buddhist doctrines which held that enlightenment required great
sacrifices both physical and mental from its devotees. When Seeking King "gives" away his
physical being he emerges as one who is unburdened by the material world~ so much so that
even the presence of his physical form is suspect. The Buddha's recollection of his ancient
life functions not as a literal or historical biography, but is a story embedded with, and
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illustrative of, larger Buddhist themes. As he sets out to find a teacher, Seeking King makes a
dralJlatic declaration of his intention: "Beating a drum I proclaimed to the four directions
that I was seeking the Dha11na, saying:/ I will be as a servant for the rest of my life to
whosoever can teach me the Mahayana" (Lotus Sutra 187). On cue a teacher, or "Sage" for
the Seeking King appears to him and offers him the opportunity to study with him on the
condition that as his student he will, "faithfully obey'' him (Lotus Sutra 187). Though the
Seeking King agrees to their anangement, no details of the teachings are given, and the
audience is not offered any indication of the profundity or complexity of what an ancient
version of the l...ot11s Srltra entailed. The lack of focus on the Dharma taught to Seeking King
is an arresting omission as its inclusion would have bolstered the reputation of the text by

including details of its doctrines and teachings of a supposed bygone era. The Buddha's
discussion of an ancient or proto-Lot11s Stttra is the first indication within Chapter 12 that the
Lottts S11tra is a not just one text or doctrine taught by the Buddha, but a transcendent body

of wisdom e...'\isting in many times and places.

1bis reading is further supported by the climax of the first story. Sakyamuni returns
to his present audience and explains the surprising nature of the student-teacher relationship,
"The king at that time was I myself, and the sage was he who is now Devadatta ... It is all
due to the good and virtuous friendship of Devadatta that I attained complete
enlightenment, (Lotus Sutra 189). For any Buddhist reader the sudden appearance of
Devadatta as a benevolent figure, a foundational teacher to the Buddha even, is an alarming
and unsettling claim. Devadatta's position as the Buddhist tradition's central human
antagonist is undettnined in a radical way by framing him as the originator of the Buddha's
long path to awakening. The reversal of the student-teacher relationship presents the most
revolutionary theme of Chapter 12, and is framed as a response to the authority of older
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Buddhist traditions; the undermining of the traditional designations to determine who can
and can not attain enlightenment. The earlier Buddhist that enlightenment is forever
postponed is embodied by the Seeking King, who describes the various hardships he
endures in trying to learn the Lotus S utra. In a quick tum, however, the older paradigm is
challenged with the appearance of Devadatta as an authoritative figure and guiding teacher
to the Buddha.
Devadatta himself has represented the lowest position of anyone within the Buddhist
tradition, as his unabashed disdained of the Buddha caused the early community nwnerous
problems. In fact, Devadatta can be interpreted as a collective embodiment of the hostile
enemies of the early Buddhist tradition, both in the religious and secular spheres. The early
Buddhist community's angst about dominance and the struggle for power is best embodied

in the story ofDevadatta's coup d'etat in the court of King Bitnbisara, an Indian ruler who
was a follower of the Buddha. Bimbisara's son, the crown prince Ajatasatru, but the plot was
foiled by the Buddha and his followers. Before the conspitators were stopped, however,
King Bimbisara was murdered by his own son and the Buddhist order split by the
machinations ofDevadatta. Devadatta's actions, while vaudevillian in their audacity, speak to
the larger anxieties the early Buddhist movement faced as its influence spread. In these
stories Devadatta represents the early Buddhist tradition's apprehensions about the absence
of the Buddha and power struggles found in the monastic order. While there is no way to
know whether the historical Devadatta actually b ehaved as the sutras claimed, he now
inhabits the role of the betrayer within the Buddhist literary tradition.
Devadatta is famously known in as a malevolent throughout Asian and Western
Buddhist cultures. Devadatta's change from villain to Buddha would be, and still is a
surprising turn in the early part of Chapter 12, and a shock to the Buddhist reader. Even
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JDOre surprising for the Buddhist reader is the powerful complimentary declarations the
Buddha makes .regarding the future of Devadatta. Due to Devadatta's ancient meritorious
deed of teaching the Seeking King the uttiS St~tra, Sakyamuni declares that he will finally
achieve full enlightenment stating that, "[he] will then become a Buddha called Devaraja , a
'fhathigata," and that due to Devar:ija 's work as a Buddha, "The thought of the highest
path will awaken in sentient beings ... Incalculable sentient beings will attain arahatship 14

•••

will be enlightened as prafYekabuddhas . . . they will reach the stage of noruetrogression"
(Lotus Sutra 189-190). Chapter 12 assumes a readership that is aware of Devadatta's nature
and actions, as without proper context the emotional and doctrinal implications of the
Buddha's pronouncement are negligible. The passage functions to undermine both the
literary and religious conventions of Devadatta as the villain of the Buddhist mythos and
places him within a new category of as a redeemed figure. Through the Seeking King story
the Lottts Stttra is creating its own new mythology surrounding the traditional figures in
Buddhist history.
It is important to note, however, for the Western reader unfamiliar with Devadatta,
the emotional connection to the larger message of his future enlightenment is lost due to a
lack of context. Though an absence of emphatic connection satisfies an Amoldian method
of criticism, a theory which demands that the reader emotionally detach herself or himself
from the text, it speaks direcdy to the issue of such a .reader's absence of references to
Buddhist culture and history. In the West, the closest figure to Devadatta is Judas, who is
widely seen in both. .religious and secular culture as the embodiment of betrayal, cowardice,
and weakness. For any Western reader unfamiliar with Buddhist culture and history, there

14

Arhat ("one who is worthy'') A saint who has completely eradicated th.e passions and attained liberation
from cycles of birth and death ( LSG 337)
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rnay be a temptation to seize Devadatt:a and relate him to the Western Judas in an attempt to
understand a culturally unfamiliar character. But, such a treatment of Devadatta is severely
problematic as Judas-to-Devadatt:a interpretation is placed, forced even, on the Lot11s S11tra
from the Western pe.rspective and is igno.rant of the large.r concepts ope.rating behind the
text.

A core doctrine ofBuddhist:n, atzdtmmF, is a driving force in Chapter 12 and is the
precise reason why Devadatta has the ability to become Devaraja. Unlike Judas, the person
"Devadatta" is not an eternal, permanent identity, but merely one of many lives and
identities "he" has taken on in samsdra, or the world of suffering and death into which all
beings continuously reborn. The movement of consciousness and the absence of a lasting
core self is pmisefy what allows Devadatta to shift from the identities of the Sage, to
Devadatta, and then to Devaraja with no complications. In the Eastern reading, it is assumed
that Devadatta is all of these figures and he is none of them; no conflict exists as there is no
core self to initiate conflict. The figtue ofJudas, alternately, is perceived in the West as an
eternal, static personality (Judas will never become Jesus, whereas Devadatta will become a
Buddha, for example) performing certain functions in the Christian mythological world. The
differences operating behind the construction of the two characters' identities becomes
exceedingly problematic when an attempt is made to equate and unify them into the singular
archetype of "the betrayer''. Though Devadatta may share some behavioral characteristics
with Judas, they are not interchangeable figures.
Pressing the comparisons between Devadatta and Judas further, important points of
divergence manifest between the Eastern and Western traditions; Buddhist characters do
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Anatman: [non-self] A core Buddhist doctrine which posits that beings do not posses an eternal soul or self.
Instead Buddhism states that they are comprised of five aggregates: form, feelings, perception, mental
formations, and consciousness.
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have a history within their own tradition which is often ignored by Western readers in favor
of focusing on broad commonalities shared with their own cultural background. By
analyzing these figures solely from the Western position, it allows the notion of regarding
Buddhism and the East as the epitome of exotic Otherness to remain unchallenged. Western

literary interpretations of Buddhist sutras are unconscious of their positioning themselves as
the active readers, and the Eastern texts and figures as the passively read. Attempting to read
the text by equating the Lot~ts Stttra's characters to Western figures places the West in a
dotninant position to Eastern literary conceptions and structures. As the Western view is
perceived as the nonnative, ignorance of how the Devadatta narrative addresses questions of
identity, through the lens Buddhist culture and doctrine skews the Western reading of the
text. For Buddhist literature, the concept of "the antitman character" allows a character to be
anywhere and nowhere, anyone and no one, male and female; the impact of these doctrines
reflects the central messages of the Seeking King and the Naga Princess narratives.

V. Examination of Multiple Lotus Sutras
Setting aside the characters and plot developments of Chapter 12 for a moment. we
can allow the text of the Lotus Sutra to emerge as an example of the conceptions of antitman
and shiittyati/6 constructing Buddhist literature. The inward folding and flux of the text is not
surprising given the complexity as it is recurrently self-referential throughout the Devadatta
Chapter. The Lotus Stttra is a text is aware of itself as it engages with its own Dharma and
embarks on a process of self introspection to discover its personal identity. Sakyamuni
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Shunyata: [emptiness] A core Mahayana doctrine which posits that no entity exists independently, and that
all beings are connected to on another.
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declares that, "If, in the future, there are sons and daughters of a virtuous family who, upon
bearing the Devadatta Chapter of the l..JJttts Stttra, accept it with pure minds and without
doubt they. : . will be born in the presence of the Buddhas in the ten directions" (Lotus Sutra
190). Sakyamuni's fortunate prediction is a standard declaration found in tnany sutras which

promise happy future lives to those who take his words to heart. Not only does the Buddha
encourage his audience to place their faith with the text, he also describes a desirable
metaphysical reward awaiting them after death. But, An interesting addendum to the
prediction of a fortunate rebirth occurs within the Devadatta chapter, as Sakyamuni states,
"Wherever they may be, they will always hear this sutta" (Lotus Sutra 190). Sakyamuni's

claim is a slight but notable altering of the traditional rebirth benedictions.
With Sakyamuni's pronouncement of a future l..JJt11s S11tra for his audience to follow,
the text continues to burrow deeper into itself, positing its reality as one of stability while
also undennin1ng its existence as a textual object. At the opening of Chapter 12, Seeking
King was taught one version by his teacher in the distant past, and the narrative continues
while Sakyanmni is teaching the present version to his audience (and reader's present time),
then he predicts an arising of a future l..JJtus Sutra. At least text three distinct utus Sutras are
identified and marked as being independent of one another, but the Buddha claims these
versions are all the same text. The multiplicity of these l..JJtus S11tras is further complicated by
the second story which includes a fourth l..JJttts Sutm narrative taught by the Bodhisattva
Maiiju5.ri to the Nagi Princess. The ebb and flow of these texts moving with and within each
others is strongly highlighted when the reader encounters Maiijusrl and Sakyamuni
simultaneously teaching the utus Sutra, but are at different locations.
In his article, "By the Power of the Buddha," Malcolm D . Eckel notes how the text
addresses the paradox of its multiple identities stating that, "The Lotus Sutra also gives the
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iJnpression of being a book about a book, but in this case it is a book about itself...The text
has a dear vision of its own power and importance" (134-135). With the LoftiS Sutra pulling

its reader in contradictory directions and toying with identities at an ever quickening pace, it
can be challenging to find a permanent, stable reading. But, the intention of the Lotus Sutrds
textual bewilderment is to unseat the reader from a comfortable identity and position. Like
the audience hearing the tum of events in the Seeking King story from Shakyamuni, the
reader is unsute from which text the narrative is functioning. Though one may argue that
these extra-textual references are proof the Lotus S11tra displays a lack of the authors' ability
to

tie the various narratives together, the precise timing of the dialogues concerning the

identity of the Lot11s S11tra in Chapter 12 disproves this assertion. For example, many of
these references to the outside Lottts Sutras occw: at key places of importance in the text, and
in Chapter 12 both stories open with the characters speaking of or encountering the metatextual I.ntus Sutras. In the Seeking King story, Sakyamuni is approached by the Sage who
offers him an ancient I.nttts Sutra from which to learn, and in the text's present time Maii.jusn
returns to the gathered assembly declaring that he has taught the Nagas only the Lotus Sutra
during his stay there (Lotus Sutra 187-191). Both of these versions of the I.ntus Sutra set the
stage for the transformation of the characters: Devadatta into Devaraja and the Naga
Princess into a Buddha. The ttansformative relationship between the text and characters is
most strongly emphasized in the story of the Naga Princess. But, though her buddhahood is
tied to the text of the Lotus Sttfra itself she engages in a new creation of her own Lottts Sttfm,
and it is a version which is undefined by those who attempt to circumvent her power and
votce.
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VI. Analysis of the Naga Princess Narrative
The Seeking King story in Chapter 12 initiates an inquiry into the Lotus Sntrds
conceptions of personal identity and its relation to awakening; the story of the Nagi Princess
continues

to

address these same issues. Unlike the Seeking King story, however, the Nagii

Princess narrative turns attention to the place of sex and gender in Buddhist sutras and
culture. The Naga Princess story has attracted attention from Western readers, particularly
those who are interested in gender and women's studies. These readers have interacted with
the Nagi Princess narrative utilizing Western feminist critical theories which place Western
interpretations of gender and power relations onto the Lotus Sntra, arguing that the text
contains either positive or negative examples for women. The binary construction of gender
is a Western viewpoint and not necessarily shared by the Eastern view. Reading the Nagi
Princess narrative through a lens which is unconscious to the act of privileging Western
gender structures as nonnative fosters interpretative hurdles for the Western reader to
address.
For example, Buddhist scholar Diana Paul in her article, "Buddhist Attitudes
Towards Women's Bodies," argues that Buddhist sutras offer new ways for Westerners to
approach gender stating that, "Cross-cultural analyses of images of the feminine may provide
alternative models for creating new symbols and i.mages,"(70) In using Buddhism to initiate
new images for women, Paul does not acknowledge her own Western biases as she interprets
Buddhist texts. Paul argues that all creations of the female exists in "dualistic opposition," to
the tn.'lle (70), yet she does not reflect if her hard-line conceptions of male and female
harmonize with the Buddhist views of gender. Paul argues for the appropriation of Buddhist
texts and in so doing, she forces a Western reading onto the gender constructions found
within the sutras. Additionally, Paul reads Eastern "androgynous" forms as subversive to the
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Western tradition, as they, "criticiz[e] dualistic metaphysical systems," but though she takes a
positive view of androgyny, she negates the importance and focus of gender and the
feminine in Buddhist sutras altogether (71). Essentially, Paul argues that the only way to
circumvent the dualism of the Western view there must be no gender; however, her
interpretation does not reflect Buddhist concepts of gender, but is rather nihilistic in tone.
Buddhism does not obey the extremes of negating gender within its literature, unlike the
Western views of the body it operates with a different substructure in regards to identity and
physical form. Like Devadatta who became a Buddha in the Seeking King story, the absence
of a permanent self informs the structure of Buddhist literature. This position is contrary to
Paul's reading, as Buddhist literature does not force the reader to choose between gender
and no gender as static existences. The Lottts Stttra addresses these concerns artfully in the
Naga Princess narrative.
In an Eastern reading, the Naga Princess narrative is fully dependent on the reader's
engagement into its plot and dramatic progression and not on dualistic readings of male and
female. As the narrative heavily relies on characters to communicate in place of the Buddha
teaching his audience, understanding the symbolism represented by the participants is
essential to grasping the core doctrines the narrative presents. Similar to the Seeking King
story, the characters in the second section are personifications of viewpoints in the
Mahayana community and are best understood as representations of several different
philosophical positions. The construction, however, is focused on the use of performance in
place of the Buddha's sermonizing. Within Chapter 12 the Naga Princess narrative forces the
story to be dependent on active performances of the characters rather than on religious
debate or explication. The preference of performativity over oral instruction by the Buddha

is further emphasized by the silent and non-interfering presence of the two most
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authoritative figures of the text, Sikyamuni and Prabhutaratna. Placing both Buddhas in the
background alters the focal point of the narrative, moving the reader's attention from their
preaching to the actions of the four main figures of the story: Maiijusrl, Prajiiiikii!a,
$ariputra17 , and the Nagii Princess.
After the story of Seeking King ends, a brief period of discussion transpires between
Sakyamuni and Prajiiakii~. a bodhisattva who arrived with the Buddha Prabhiitaratna from a
distant world. Prajiiakii!a states that he eagerly wishes to return to his home world, but

Sak.yamuni encourages him to meet his disciple Matijusrl. On cue, Matijusrl arrives
accompanied by the Naga Princess, and he immediately proclaims her status as an awakened
student (Lotus Sutra

190~191).

Maiiju5rl and Prajiiakiita's opening dialogue presents the

point of entry for the reader to inhabit the developing narrative. Initially, the bodhisattvas
engage in a friendly discussion before Prajiiiikii!a pointedly asks Matiju5rl about his work
with the Naga. Maiiju5ri, addressing his teaching methods declares that he "expounded only
the Lotus S11tm," leading an intrigued Prajiiiikii!a to ask, "If sentient beings diligendy strive to
practice this sutra, will they immediately become Buddhas or not?" (Lotus Sutra 191). As in
the Seeking King story, the narrative opens conventionally featuring dialogue deceptively
creating a stable point of entry for the reader, but then, gleefully, turns the narrative on its
head!
Once prompted, Maiijusrl responds that he has found someone who gained
enlightenment through his teachlng of the Lot11s S11tra replying to Prajiiiikuta that, "There is
the daughter of the nriga King Sagara who is only eight years old ...She has a harmonious
mind and has attained enlightenment" (Lotus Sutra 191-192). Even before the Naga Princess
17

Sariputra: A disciple of the historical Buddha who excelled in debate and intellect. In the Agamas he is ofteJl
considered to be the Buddha's wisest and most accomplished student. In the Mahayana texts, however, he
epitomizes the older Buddhist views and doctrines and is typically functions as a foil for the bodhisattvas.
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appears ro the reader or the text's audience, Mafijusri establishes her as an enlightened being,

and his designation is vital to the message her gender transformation communicates. For the
Eastern audience, there arises an expectation according to the older sutras that a female must
become a tnale in order to attain Buddhahood. The Naga Princess' narrative, however, does
not submit to traditional Buddhist constructions of the nature of the enlightened body.
Maiiju.Srl argues that the Naga Princess is an enlightened being in her present form, and she
proves his assertion 1n the last section of the Devadatta Chapter. She accomplishes her goal
through the utilization of the gender transformation narrative common to Mahayana
Buddhism. Her use of the gender shift, however, is strongly subversive to the earlier form
found in other the Agama and Mahayana sutras.
For a Western reader, Manjusrhi's declaration and the Naga Princess' subsequent
gender transfortnation may prove confusing or misleading for those unfamiliar with the
historical debates surrounding female awakening. Many Westerners, such as Diana Paul, read
the Devadatta chapter in Western terms in the absence of a clear statement regarding the
literality of her transformation. Western readers wish to know, "Did she change or not?" yet
such a questions is Western construction of identity defined by the binaries of being and
non-being. The Nagii Princess episode addresses female gender transformation on its own
terms as a response to Buddhist religious literature, and does not concern itself with the
static designations for which the Western reader searches. The Naga Princess and the
Seeking King narratives ate both strongly concerned with identities and their mutability.
Mafijusti highlights the surprising features of the Naga Princess at the start of speech,
leaving no question as to her physical and social identities, which generates tension between
the realms she represents and those who oppose her enlightenment: non-hutnan versus
human, youth versus age, female versus male, and the earthly versus the celestial.
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Maftju8rfs goading works well, as Praji'iakii!:a immediately responds with disbelief as to the
veracity of his claims. "Sakyamuni ... has been incessantly carrying out difficult and severe
petctices for immeasurable kalpas [eons] ... there is not a single place even the size of a
mustard seed where tlus bodhisattva has not abandoned his life for the sake of sentient

beings," claims Prajfiakiita and stresses that because of his strenuous work Sakyamuni,
"attained the path to enlightenment only after this" (Lotus Sutra 192). Praji'iilita's
incredulous response is the voice not of one character, but of the early Buddhist
establishment which placed enlightenment many lifetimes into the future. "Prajtiakuta's
doubt concerning the sudden achievement of enlightenment, one that does not presume
ascetic practices in innumerable past lives, reflects the historical emergence of the concept of
sudden enlightenment" (Jeon 125). His objection is indicative of his tradition, and highlights
that the author(s) of Chapter 12 were aware of the viewpoints present in their community. In

the opening portion of the Naga Princess story, the view of enlightenment of as an endeavor
requiring eons is directly questioned. But, the assertion warrants proof to determine the
veracity ofMatiju5ri's amazing claims, and it is instantly forthcoming when the Princess
enters the scene. Her entrance into the scene highlights the dramatic impact her impending
performance will have upon the audience. 1be scene shifts attention from Matijusri to the
Naga Princess and places a high level of importance on her actions based on her entrance.
For the Eastern reading of the text, establishing the Naga Princess as an authoritative voice
eq~

to Maiiju5ti is extremely important. As the Bodhisattva of wisdom, Mafiju5ri is a voice

of authority in the Mahayana sutras and his support for a female enlightenment that crosses
traditional Buddhist definitions of awakening is a powerful testimony.
In reference to her magical origins, the Naga Princess enters with a dramatic flourish
as, "before [Prajiiikiita] had finished speaking the daughter of the naga king suddenly
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appeared in their presence," and ignoring Prajiiakiita's protestations she lauds the Buddha

with "verses in praise" to him (Lotus Sutta 192). The rebuttal to Prajiiakii!a's ob jections
found in these verses is subversive to the early Buddhist tradition, and uses a conventional
fottrult to engage the text and reader. Closely reading her words is important to
comprehending the playfulness of her actions, it is also the only extended statement she
makes within the chapter. She begins her speech praising the Buddha's physical, spiritual,
and mental qualities. In reciting these verses immediately upon her entry, the Naga Princess
speaks directly to the Buddha as an appeal to authority. By reciting these verses she
establishes herself a devotee of the Buddhist tradition which grants her a stage to be heard

by the characters who personify the Buddhist order. The Naga Princess' verses show that
she is knowledgeable about what a Buddha is and the dimensions of theit actions. Her verses
of praise frame her as a figure aware and capable of teaching the Dharma in her own voice.
The Buddha is deeply versed
In the characteristics of good and evil,
And he completely illuminates the ten directions.
I-Iis subtle and pure Dharma body

Is endowed with tl1e thirty-two marks 18 ;
With the eighty good characteristics
Is his Dharma body adorned (Lotus Sutra 192).
While her eloquent praise may seem simple and benign, the reader may wonder to whom she
is speaking. Outwardly her praise is to Sakyatnuni Buddha, but it is also a self-description for
in just a few moments she will take on the Buddha form she has just described. Her poetic
18

The Thirty-Two Major Marks and Eighty Minor Marks of a Buddha are physical, mental, and spiritual

characteristics. Images of the Buddha feature these marks often including: elongated earlobes, gentle
curvature of the body, and soft, golden skin. These marks are inherited from the early lndic traditions and
symbolize various aspects of the power and beauty.
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playfu1ness calls attention to the influence of the "thirty-two marks" on discussions of

women and enlightenment in Buddhist sutras. These special marks, inherited from Indian
ideals of power and beauty, are attributed to the body of the historical Buddha Sakyamuni.
While many of these marks symbolize the Buddha's spiritual accomplishments and are nongendered, one of these marks is the "retractable p enis" which is described in various ways
and is likened to the sheathed genitals of a horse. In her article, "Can Women Achieve
Enlightenment? A Critique of Sexual Tnmsformation for Enlightenment," Ho-Ryeon Jeon
identifies and explains the qualities of the Buddha's penis. "The retractable penis mark,"
Jeon maintains, "unquestionably refer[s] to the sexual organ of a Buddha, an organ hidden in
his body and. .. (t]he biased view that women cannot attain enlightenment may have
stemmed from the idea [that] the Buddha's unique sexual mark is characterized as male (Jeon
131). When taken literally, the requirement that a Buddha must posses a penis to be
awakened places women at a disadvantage in the Buddhist paradigm. In any number of
Buddhists texts, however, imagery, metaphor, and hyperbole are literary convention s meant
to convey hidden or esoteric meanings. These images reference bodily or personal
adornments (such as clothing, hair, or jewelry) to describe the achievements or virtues of
various Buddhas or bodhisattvas. As Jeon rightly argues in her work, the reading of the penis
as the primary identifying marker of a Buddha has impacted both Western and Eastern
interpretations of gender in the sutras. In examining the description and use of the markings
within the text, it is vital for all modem readers, Eastern and Western, to look beyond literal
interpretations; readings which view these marks as purely physical manifestations of
spiritual attainments.

An example of alternative Eastern reading argues that the hiding of the Buddha's
genitals suggests less emphasis on sex and gender rather than more as an essential aspect of
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Buddhahood. Unfortunately, however, Buddhist history focused on the p enis' presence as
opposed to its nnusual qualities, and a number of sutras and commentaries discuss how
women can or can not attained enlightenment based on their lack of a retractable penis.
Another argument against the penis marking focuses on the historical rather than the
spirirual dimensions of Buddha Sakyamuni. Buddhist culture arose from the teachings of
Siddhartha Gautama, a historical person who was, according to textual sources, a male. The
conception of the Buddha need not be limited to identifying with the physical body of the
historical founder. Buddhahood reaches beyond ancient Indian conceptions of power and
beauty and influences all sentient beings. For the Buddhist tradition to insist that other
cultures abide by these markings as authoritative images of awakening is chauvinistic and
manifests from a limited reading of the texts. There is, however, a different way to read these
markings, one which resists such interpretations that forces a person to inhabit a single
gendered identity.
Though the Buddhist tradition has privileged the penis-marking over the female
form, there is precedence in the Mahayana tradition to re-read this symbol as non-gendered.
Unlike the Western conceptions of character and plot as eternal and linear constructions,
Eastern texts do not share this view. As literary constructions, shii'!}atii and aniitman permit
alternative positions to examine these characters as embodiments of fluctuating identity. The
Mahayana literary canon uses shii'!}atii as a key philosophic structure to create the metastructure of its sutras. Shiif!Yalii is not simply a doctrine to be nnderstood, but is a formative
and functioning aspect of the text itself. To demonstrate that the Eastern tradition has a
distinctive structure to its literary canon, it is helpful to incorporate and analyze other
Mahayana sutras in order to understand the Lnttls S11tra in context. One such work is the
Prqjtiiipiiramitii Siitra, a Mahayana sutra which describes the nature of emptiness. This text
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highlights the problems of humanities' reification of forms and deconstructs the concept of
a stable, eternal personhood based on the Buddhist teachings of shiinyatd.
Reading the Prqjntipiimmitii Siitra text adjacent to the utus Stttra informs the Western
reader that the underlying conceptions and assumptions of the self and identity are vastly
different in Buddhist literature from the traditional Western views of selfhood. Whereas the
Eurocenttic Western reader is informed by the Christian, Platonic and related traditions, the
Buddhist reader considers the doctrinal underpinnings present within the Buddhist Dharma.
as the basis for their normative reading of the text. As a work of religious literature, the

Prajiidpdramitd Siitra directly and concisely paints a picture of how shtilryatd influences
Buddhist culture and literature. During the course of the Prajiidpdramitd Siitra, the
Bodhisattva of great compassion, Avalokite5vara, attempts to define the indefinable through
a series of contradictory statements which suspend the reader's analytical mind, allowing her
or him to directly comprehend shii'!Jafd. Avalokitesvara sermonizes that humankind's
conceptions of sentient beings' permanent appearances are misleading. Instead, the
bodhisattva states, by directly grasping emptiness the reader will enter into the mind of all
I

the Buddhas. For an Eastern reading, the act of reading the text pennits one to enter into
direct apprehension of J-hiit!Ja!d which, in turn, informs her or his interpretations of other
sutras. Additionally, when the reader grasps the concepts Avalokite8vara teaches, their
internalization allows the reader to change or realign her or his views based on the renewed
manifestation of the Dharma. Recalling Seng-jui's critical view, for the Eastern reader
interacting with one text such as the Prqjniipdramitd Siitra may dramatically alter the
perception of the remainder of the Buddhist canon. The sutras then can not be read separate
texts, but interrelated works informing each other.
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Reading Prajii'cipdramitd Sutra in relation to the LIJttls Srttra, Bodhisattva Avalokite8vara
speaks in contradictory statements in a way which mirrors Princess' actions. In between
these statements is the gnosis for the reader to realize and internalize. In framing these
conceptions relating to gender, Avalokitesvara speaks directly to the conception of the body,
as she states that there is "no eye, no ear, no nose, no tongue, no body, no mind, no form,"
(trans. Lopez 19). Applying Avalokitesvara's statement to the case of the Naga Princess, one
reads her future gender transformation as a performance that addresses Eastern conceptions
of form as something inherently not existing, but present and influencing her nonetl1eless!
Also in the Prqjiidptiramitti Stitra, Avalokitesvara positions shtinyatti as a phenomena affecting
the body as well as the mind for and states that is, "no feeling, no discrimination, no
compositional factors, no consciousness . ..no mental constituent, up to and including no
mental consciousness constituent" (trans. Lopez 19-20). The Naga Princess narrative also
negates a dualistic conception of the mind-body continuum, but unlike Avalokite8vara she
uses a performance to undermine the gendered body rather than language. Internalizing a
personalized conception of shii'!J'atci to inform the LJtus S utra, the Eastern reader hears the
Naga Princess saying, "no gender, no non-gender, no female, no male, no penis, and no
vagina" through her performance.
The Devadatta Chapter is constructed as text which addresses gender and awakening
through the use of complex narrative. To confront these gendered issues, the Naga Princess
presents herself as a figure that currently embodies the principles of enlightenment in a
female form.
I will attain enlightenment
Upon hearing [The Buddha]
Can only be known by a Buddha.
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I will reveal the teachings of the Mahayana
And save suffering sentient beings. (Lotus Sutra 192)
Even after hearing Prajiiakii\a's protestations, the Naga Princess forcefully continues to
present herself as a Buddha in her present form. She declares that the only person able to
adequately judge her is Buddha Sakyatnuni, yet, the clear absence of his voice is a noticeable
feature. The Buddha no longer functions as a historical teacher, and functions as a
transcendent figure of wisdom guiding the assembled congregation, and in the second
narrative, is a distant but influential figure concerned with the developments of his Sangha
[religious community]. Buddhist scholar Donald Lopez Jr. correcdy argues that, "the Buddha
is no longer simply the teacher but is transformed into the principle of enlightenment, a
silent, eternal, numinous presence, the dharmakqya [dharma body]," and it is this presence to
which the Naga Princess appeals (T). She bypasses the historical concerns and voices of the
Buddhist tradition and does not address her words to Siriputra or any historical identities
present. The tension between historical and eternal identities found in the text is further
heightened by Sariputra's response to the Naga Princess' verses.
As the Naga Princess finishes her speech, the reader encounters Sariputra objecting
to her awakening based on her female sex and gender. "The female body is polluted; it is not
a fit vessel for the Dharma." Sariputra states blundy and asks her, "How can you attain
highest enlightenment?... [and] with your female body quickly become a Buddha?" (Lotus
Sutra 193). It is important to note the structure of Sariputra's objection is a series of
statements followed by a final question; the dialog assumes a rebuttal from the Naga
Princess in response to his accusations. Like her response with Bodhisattva Prajiiikii!a, the
Nagi Princess ignores Sariputra and directs her attention to the Buddha. Returning focus to
the Buddha positions him as the primary figure of authority, and she solidifies her
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connection with him by, "present[ing] to [him] a jewel worth the great manifold cosmos,"
and the Buddha's subsequent reception of it (Lotus Sutra 193). Though the transference of
the jewel occupies a brief moment of the text, the movement from the Naga Princess to
Sakyamuni is important to examine as it initiates the climax of the narrative.

The offering of her jewel to Sakyamuni has been interpreted in diverse ways, and
some argue that the passage is indicative of misogyny within the text. Western Buddhist
scholar Diana Paul, in her article, "Buddhist Attitudes towards Women's Bodies," argues
that by, "Giving up her jewel," the Naga Princess "relinquishes her sexual identity as a
female. The sexual change is viewed as a radical transformation, requiring emergence from
everything constitutive of femaleness in a woman's attitude" (66). Though Paul argues that
the offering of the jewel is an anti-female act, it is possible to read the presentation from
tnultiple vantage points due to the absence of any statement or explanation regarding its
significance. Paul's Western feminist reading positions a binary structure onto the scene and
onto the relationship between the Naga Princess and Shakyamuni; one is only male and one
only female, both occupying separate spheres. Using the Lotus Sutra and Eastern perspective
to read the scene, however, encourages a non-Western reading of the jewel offering 'to
emerge as an important reference point. Earlier in the text, a similar episode featuring the
transference of a jewel from one person to another is also present, offering insight when
read in comparison to the Devadatta Chapter. The chapter addressing the transference of a
jewel from one person to another precedes the Devadatta chapter, but both stories contain

similar messages regarding the significance of reciprocal relationships in the Lotus S utrcP.
Like other chapters in the Lottts Sutra, Chapter 8, "The Five Hundred Disciples
Receive Their Prediction," uses parable and dialogue to illustrate the teachings of the
l9 Reverend Myokei Caine-Barrett, a Nichiren Shu minister, directed my focus toward the jewel imagery in
Chapter 8.
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Buddha, and here the speakers are arhatswho represent the pre-Mahayana Buddhist
tradition. At the opening of Chapter 8, these arhats are told by Sakyamuni that they too will
become Buddhas, a goal which they previously thought unattainable in their current
lifetimes. To illustrate their collective elation, the five hundred arhats in the assembly
collectively offer a jovial story featuring two close friends which mirror their relationship to
the Buddha. 'I11e central character is a vagrant man who pays a visit to his wealthy and kind
friend. While residing at the home of his companion, he falls asleep after having too much to
drink, but his host quickly leaves for official business prior to his awakening. Before
departing, however, the wealthy friend leaves a gift with the vagrant and proceeds to, " (sew]
a priceless jewel into the inside of his friend's garment" (Lotus Sutra 155). The vagrant
unaware of his gift, finally departs from his wealthy friend's home, and travels for a long
period searching for work and provisions. After years of separation and during a chance
reunion, the wealthy friend finally encounters the hard working vagrant and incredulously
informs him that, "I sewed a priceless jewel into the inside of your garment.. . It is still
there, although you aren't aware of it, and you seek your livelihood with great effort and
hardship!" (Lotus Sutra 155). Comparing themselves to these two friends, the arhats regard
themselves as the vagrant friend who is unaware of his oWn. innate potential, and the Buddha
as the kind friend who is the giver wisdom and the means to realization. The arhats explain
that, "when [the Buddha] was a bodhisattva he aroused in us the aspiration for omniscience.
Nevertheless we forgot, we did not know or understand ... We now know that we are
actually bodhisattvas and will obtain a prediction of highest, complete enlightenment (Lotus
Sutra 155-156).
In the arahatl story, the jewel represents the Buddha's interdependent connection

with all beings as the manifesting potential for awakening. In comparing their parable to the
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story of the Naga Princess, the offering of the jewel is non-gendered and based on the

principle of reciprocity. In both narratives the jewel symbolizes the potential Buddhahood

within all beings, as revealed by a symbolic Buddha to his disciple. In the first story, the jewel
exchange occurs between the wealthy friend and the vagrant, and the second between the
Naga Princess and Sakyamuni; thus these narratives demonstrate the offering of knowledge
and the returning of it through the individual's process of awakening. In the LoftiS Sutrds
interpretation the presence of the jewel does not signify gender or sex, rather it represents
the egalitarian relationship between the Buddha and his disciples. In offering the jewel back
to Sakyamuni the Nagi Princess acknowledges his gift, spending it not on material objects
such as her gender or sex, but on her awakening.
Additionally, it is problematic to read the jewel as representing the Nagi Princess'
sexuality as Sakyamuni accepts her gift without hesitation, and she is explicidy draws
attention t<:> the Buddha's reception of her offering. If the jewel represents her sex or gender,
why would she offer it to the Buddha, who in Paul's reading represents a patriarchal figure
who disapproves of the presence of the female body? Additionally, Sakyamuni's acceptance
of a gendered jewel would also imply that he inhabits, or at least accepts, a feminine identity
or body offered to him. Paul only reads the act of offering the gem, interpreting it as an act
devoid of any reciprocity on behalf of the Buddha. Alternatively, in reading the jewel
offering from the view of the Lotus Stttra rather from the Western feminist perspective, the
jewel exchange manifests as a continual process occurring between the Buddha and his
followers. The exchange is not as a relinquishing of sexual identity or power, but a reaffirms
a relationship in which the individual comes to realize their own potential as a possessor of
Buddhanature which permits them to return the jewel as an equal.
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Another component of the second story receiving varied interpretation is the next
phase in the Naga Princess' narrative. After the exchange of the jewel, the Naga Princess
finally acknowledges Prajfiakiita's and Sariputra statements direcdy and asks them, "I offered
a jewel and the Bhagavat accepted it. Was that done·quickly or not?" to which both reply, "It
was done extremely quickly!" (Lotus Sutra 193). After their admittance of her connection to

Sakyam.uni through the jewel offering, the Naga Princess springs into action now that she
has taken center stage. She has heard the criticisms of her detractors, but instead of
answering them through debate, she uses performance instead. In replying verbally to their
objections, she would be placed in the subordinate position of defending herself, but by
using demonstrative actions she can show her claims to be true instead of simply arguing
their validity. As the impact of the Naga Princess' gender transformation depends on the
quick twists and turns in the last section, it is important to holistically contextualize her
actions. Summarizing the scene lessens the impact of the pe.tformativity the protagonist
undertakes to illustrate and authenticate her claims. Difficulty arises when segmenting the
story into smaller portions, and dms the passage is presented here in its entirety to preserve
the power of movement and change the passage bears quotation at length:
Then the assembly there all saw the daughter of the ndga king instandy
transform into a man, perfect the bodhisattva practices, go to the vimaki world in the
south, sit on a jeweled lotus flower, and attain highest, complete enlightenment,
become endowed with the thirty-two marks and eighty excellent characteristics, and
expound the True Dharma universally for the sake of all sentient beings in the ten
directions.
Then the bodhisattvas, frdvakas, eight kinds of devas, ndgas, and so on, humans
and nonhumans of the sahd world, all saw in the distance that the daughter of the
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nagd king had become a Buddha and was universally teaching the Dharma for the

sake of the humans and devas in that assembly. They rejoiced greatly and honored her
from afar.
On hearing the Dharma, incalculable numbers of sentient beings became
enlightened and attained the stage of nonretrogression. Incalculable numbers of
sentient beings received their predictions to the path and the vimalti world quaked in
six ways. In the saba world three thousand sentient beings attained the stage of
nonretrogression, and three thousand sentient beings, in whom the thought of
enlightenment had awakened, received their predictions. The Bodhisattva Prajiiakii!a,
Sariputra, and the entire assembly accepted and believed in silence.
(Lotus Sutra 193-194)
The first sentence provides a conundrum for many readers, both Eastern and Western, as
earlier in the narrative Maiiju5ri asserts that the Naga Princess has attained enlightenment
and is capable of understanding and teaching the DhartJJa in her current form. Additionally,
the Naga Princess also presents herself as an awakened being in the recitation of her verses
of praise to the Buddha and in the presentation of the gem to the Buddha. The final
sentence, however, transforms her into a man so that she may become a fully enlightened
Buddha; her shift in form appears to negate the previous readings of the utus Sutra as a
gender neutral or even female positive text. Yet, her transformation from female to male is
not as simple as it may first appear.
Though the audience saw the Naga Princess, "instantly transform into a man," by
the close of the scene they don't seem very sure if the transformation actually occurred at all
(Lotus Sutta 193). The last sentence of the passage focuses on the uncertainty the assembly
feels, noting that their response is less than enthusiastic as they and," Prajiiak:ii!a [and]
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S:iriputta, .. .accepted and believed in silence" (Lotus Sutta 194). The assembly's silence is a
major departure for a Buddhist sutra, as a conventional ending draws attention to a pleased
or newly converted audience accepting the Buddha's Dharma. The traditional formula of
approved acceptance is present in the final chapter of the utus Sutra, as it doses with an
audience who, "rejoiced greatly, [and] accepted the Buddha's word" (Lotus Sutra 335). The
absence of "rejoicing" in the Devadatta Chapter is a major distinction from conventional
nru:ratives in Buddhist sutras, and focuses attention onto its unique features. The silent
acceptance is the final and most powerful argument that the Naga Princess did not change
genders and thus is extremely important to the resolution to the Devadatta Chapter. The
silence in Buddhist scriptures also indicates that what the audience has seen or heard is
assented to even though that it may challenge or alter their beliefs or prior realizations. As
the Naga Princess is the teaching Buddha in the last section of her narrative, it is to her
teachings and demonstrations that the audience submits. Sakyamuni's absence in voice and
action in her narrative is notable to Eastern and Western readers, but the vacuum of
authority allows the Naga Princess to manifest her new identity as a Buddha. If Sakyamuni
llld been present throughout the story, the Naga Princess would not lllve a stage to enact
her authoritative performance. The absence of the Buddha's voice opens new space for the
female Naga Princes to vocalize her identity as an equally enlightened Buddha. Thus the
offering of the jewel is even more significant as it indicates that the Naga Princess does not
usurp authority from Sakyamuni, but rather the Buddha shares authority and power with her.
Space, absence, and reciprocity are all found within the descriptions of shtii!Jald and the final
passage is deeply dependent upon the Buddha as he influences the scene through his
absence rather than presence. The awakening of the Naga Princess highlights the
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philosophic underpinnings present in Buddhist literature as the prime foundations from
which all experiences in the texts emanate.

VII. The Mahayana Trope of Gender Transformation
The Naga Princess is a Buddha by the close of the Devadatta Chapter, and she
functions as an equal to Sakyamuni Buddha in her realization and capacity for teaching the
Dharma. Sakyamuni transcends historical boundaries of the body and his position as the

silent observer and consenter facilitates the Naga Princess's awakening. Like the audience,
Sakyamuni's silence indicates his agreement with her actions and realization; for the
enlightened it is obvious she is enlightened, but the unenlightened must accept it in silent
faith. Both groups use silence and absence to communicate very different levels of
understanding, but both ultimately accept the points Manjusrl initially stated. Now the
teachings and pronouncements of the Naga Princess awaken beings in other lands, and the
assembly present at Vulture Peak. In her act of transferring the jewel, a movement of
authority to the Naga Princess also occurred, and no longer is she dependent on the Buddha
or Mafiju5rl to teach her, but she is now a generator of her own Dharma. When the assembly
responds in silence, it is to the Naga Princess' demonstration of attaining enlightenment in a
female, not a male body. The passage at first appears to conform to expectations that the
female Naga Princess can not attain enlightenment, but by using the enlightened powers she
already possessed she is able to create a scenario which conforms to the audience's
expectations. It is only when the reader notes the audience's response, however, that the
narrative dramatically shifts in tone and meaning. The change and non-change is problematic
or at least difficult for the Western reader who assumes the movement from one sex into
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another is a reinforcement of the binary constructs of male and female. But, trans formative
n.ru:ratives are nonnative to Mahayana sutras and though different from Western
constructions of gender, highlight the alternative views of the body which the Buddhist
canon offers. Buddhist scholar Reiko Ohnuma writes that the biological and social
categorization of the sexes, "are nothing more than conventional categories, and for one
who does not cling to such categories, they are as fluid and malleable as a magical creation"
(304). The place of performance is central to the Mahayana conventions of gender and
identity, and the transformations exemplify the power inherent in challenging or changing
one's gender and identity. Ohnuma further argues that within the Mahayana literary
tradition, "sexual transformation is not to be perceived as a necessary step or prerequisite for
buddhahood, but rather, as a teaching device--a playful performance by means of which the
female bodhisattva demonstrates to her male challenger the essencelessness of all dharmas.
(305) Other Mahayana works besides the l..,otus Sutra also contain images of gender play and
transformation, sometimes in ways which overturn established norms of Classical Buddhist
teachings.
The Vi'malakirtiflerdefa Sutra, a Mahayana text featuring the wealthy layman
Vimalakirti, contains an important gender transformation story which reverses the
conventional narrative, as it is the monk Sariputra who undergoes a gender change in place
of a female. In this sutra a goddess appears before Sariputra and an assembled group of
bodhisattvas, monastic, and laypeople. The goddess proceeds to dialogue with Sariputra
about Buddhist doctrines until he asks her, "Why don't you change out of this female
body?" (trans. Watson 90). The goddess responds to Sariputra by transforming him into a
female, and she takes on his former body and becomes a male. The goddess argues that the
ultimate view of gender depends on the conception of the individual's understanding of
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shUnyatd as, "the Buddha teaches that all phenomenon are neither male nor female" (trans.
Watson 91). The goddess changes Sariputra back into his former self and confronts him with
a question, "Where now is the form and shape of your female body?" (trans. Watson 91).
The goddess in the Vimalakirtinerdefa Sutra is strikingly similar to the Naga Princess as both
women are the active designators of gender, power and identity while men are the passive
observers and believers. Neither women are subject to defending themselves through verbal
combat, but manifest their enlightenment through actions, and as in the l.JJt11s S11tra, the
forms of male and female bodies are subject to play, puns, and investigation. In addition to
the Vimalakirtinerdefa S11tra, there exists an earlier, proto-Naga Princess sutra which addresses
several aspects of the Buddhist gender construction and shares several important features
with the Lotr1s Sutrds Naga Princess narrative.
In her article, "Gender Justice in the Lotus Sutra," Lucinda J. Peach notes that
Chapter 12 contains many common elements with another text called, " 'Jewel Brocade
Receives the Prediction'," which can be found, "in the Sutra of Sagara, the Naga King, a
sutra translated into Chinese in 285 C.E." (Peach 455). Like the Naga Princess story in the

LJJtres S11tra, "Jewel Brocade" addresses two vital elements of the transformational narrative
of Chapter 12: the examination of female and non-human forms in relation to the
attainment ofBuddhahood. Just as in the l.JJtus Sutra, the earlier story describes a process in
which Jewel Brocade validates her awakening to the non-believers with an exposition on the
emptiness of (human) forms (Peach 455). These gender transformation stories are not only
illustrative of religious doctrine fow1d in the sutras, but also are features of inventive literary
constructions. For both sutras the transformation of identities functions as illustrative of
larger concepts and doctrines of the Buddhist tradition. Recalling the Prqjiiiipdramitd Sritra,
the use of shiinyatd and andtman as literary constructions in these narratives form the meta-
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structure in which the Mahayana sutras exists and interact with one another. The two similar
narratives featuring the two versions of the Naga Princess share a common history and are
excellent examples of the how the gender transformation stories have deeply influenced and
shaped the Mahayana Buddhist canon.

VII. Conclusion
The central difference between the goddess scene in the Vimalakirtinerdefa Sutra and
the l.ot11s Sutra, however, is the method the Naga Princess uses to prove the quality of her
awakening. In "Jeweled Brocade Receives the Prediction," the traditional debates based on
word play dominate the scene, but in the Lotus Sutra the Naga Princess does not offer an
elaborate·speech in the defense of her claims to enlightenment. Instead, the Ltus Sutra uses
descriptive and visual narratives to argue that her awakening is one of authenticity. While it
appears that elements of the Naga Princess narrative may have originated from, or have a
conunon history with, "Jewel Brocade Receives the Prediction," the utus Sutrds version is
arguing a different (but related) point regarding female awakening. Using visual and
demonstrative forms of narrative rather than logic and debate, the uttts Sutra moves beyond
older disputes regarding women's capacity for awakening, and instead focuses on an
enlightened female inhabiting such a state. As the Naga Princess's performance proves to the
assembly's audience that women can attain Buddhahood in their present forms, the Lotus
Sutra ultimately shows the impact of female awakening on the Buddhist tradition. The

decision to emphasize the performance of the Naga Princess over her words circumvents
doctrinal arguments in favor of an authentic display of enlightenment. The Lotus Sutra does
not reinforce conventional definitions of awakening based on older, established paradigms
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found in Buddhist literature, but rather argues for a heterodox enlightenment expressed
through perfot:truttive displays found within the text. The Naga Princess narrative does not
privilege binary constructions of gender or the male over the female, but undennines these
positions through the power of showing her enlightenment as the natural result of one who
encounters the Lotus Sutra.
As a text acutely aware of its actions and position in the Mahayana literary canon, the

Lotus Sutra offers the Western and Eastern read a fascinating world to explore through its
ability to speak of itself through its characters. Both narratives in the Devadatta Chapter
focus on the structure and creation of identity in the Buddhist tradition. The chapter
generates a distinct and provocative energy from the Naga Princess and Seeking King
narratives' dramatic retelling and reshaping of classic Buddhist theories, doctrines, and
characters. Though they initially appear disparate and unrelated, they are actually echoing
narratives reinforcing the central teachings of the Lottts S11tra. While the Seeking King story
rewrites the Buddha's and Devadatta's mythic history, the Naga Princess circumvents
historical gender bias and uses performance to display her awakening. Though they differ in
focus, both narratives depend on the power of plot and story to convey their meanings, and
are crafted according to the Buddhist doctrines of antitman and shf!yatti.
By reading these two stories from an Eastern perspective, many nuanced meanings
and shifts emerge which may have been previously absent for Western readers. For
Westerners to positively interact with Buddhist sutras, however, it must be from a
perspective which regards them as works which are complete and authoritative in their own
right, and do not need Western critics to appropriate them through the guise of"critical
interpretation". The Ut11s S11tra is one example &om the sophisticated, rich Mahayana
literary canon and through integrating other Buddhist sutras as culturally relevant references
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to the text, an established foundation surfaces for a diffident reader to reference. In reading
the Eastern canon as an active constructor and interpreter of its literary tradition, Western
concerns surrounding appropriation, Neocolonialism, and cultural dominance can be
addressed in a newly awakened manner. Thus the act of reading Eastern texts on their own
terms creates opportunities for further dialogues for the East and West to mutually explore
the emptiness of all conventional literary constructions.
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